
Quay Australia X Elle Ferguson

An all-new sunnies line, created in collaboration with Aussie powerhouse babe Elle Ferguson.

Inspired by Elle’s free spirit, girl boss status, and beachy Bondi vibes, this is #QUAYXELLE.

The collection is a celebration of women supporting women. In addition to her namesake style,

each frame in the #QUAYXELLE collection is named after a significant female icon in Elle’s life

—women who influenced her to become the force she is today.

#QUAYXELLE is available now at www.quayaustralia.com.au and retailers worldwide.

https://www.quayaustralia.com.au/
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Jump on the new wave with GOLDIE. This retro-futuristic shape serves all the 80s realness

with its curved plastic brow bar and luxe metal detailing. Whether you opt for golden girl vibes

in gold + brown or go ultra modern in gold and black, you can’t go wrong with this chic shield.

You can’t go wrong with a classic. Inspired by the timeless style of their namesake, FARRAH is

your perfect everyday round. Featuring medium sized lenses that sit atop a luxe metal frame.



Sunnies as chic and unique as their namesake. A minimalist style with an element of surprise,

ELLE features flip-up sun lenses that reveal clear lenses underneath—perfect for or those who

love a bit of drama.



Our heart’s with KIM. Keep it sweet in these whimsical sunnies, featuring a rounded heart-

shaped metal frame and medium-sized lenses. See shades of love in purple fade lenses with a

red frame, blue lenses with a gold frame, or gold reflective lenses with a gold frame.

All #QUAYXELLE frames come with a limited-edition pouch and friendship bracelet.



ABOUT DXD AGENCY

We're a Hype Machine.

We put brands in the hands of influencers and media in Australia, and the World.
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Samples Available

RRP's:

Goldie $75 AUD

Farrah $70 AUD

Elle $75 AUD

Kim $70 AUD
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